SAMPLE OF REPORT

[Writer’s interest on religion,goals ,plans and other philosophical interest]

-

T-bar (self esteem trait) – Low self-esteem. Writer has a fear of failure and
fears change. This leads to him setting goals with low risks. Sometimes without
his conscious, he remains in bad situations too long and find imperfections with
himself. Rarely does he find himself successful in his eyes.

-

I-dot – In detailed in giving information and performing a task. He is more
precise in relating to details. Loyalty is a positive trait in his personality.

-

T-bar – Writer’s t- bar is more to the left which indicates his procrastination
personality. Things that can be done today will be brought forward to tomorrow.
This trait indication relates to a sign of laziness.
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-

Big letter I – Personal letter I in small letter indicates him not being natural in
communicating with people. Improving in his self-concept and regard himself as
someone important and deserve the best would be serve him an advantage in
the future.

-

Upper loops/zone height – Short upper loops. Writer hasn’t the energy or
interest to ride above what is the future. He is rooted in the real world. He finds
intellectual discussions boring and will quickly seek an excuse to leave when
the conversation turns to abstract ideas. In his view, people and things are
ideas which are of more interest to him.
Writer is not interested in expanding his knowledge base because he cares
only that things happen, not why they do.

Writer’s personality associated with living in the moment, today.
-

letter O – Writer’s small letter O has loops on the left which indicates selfdeceit. Without him realizing, he is deceiving himself about something that is
happening to him at the moment. Anything which he might not even realize it. If
we would relate this trait to the personal I which he wrote in small letter, it might
indicate his behaviour towards people. He shows himself to people just to
impress them, not genuine.

-

thinking pattern – The writer has a cumulative thinking pattern. He might take
time to learn new things but he usually will keep in his heart whatever he learnt
longer than any other types of writer. He will still remember the detailed things
and it is not a surprise if he can do exactly step by step as what is being taught.

-

size of letters – small sized letters. He has the ability to shut everything out of
his mind and fully concentrate on one thing at a time. People may thought that
he is a reserved person on a first impression.
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-

loops at D & T stem – Being sensitive to criticism holds a barrier between
himself and comments made by others about his personal self such as his
looks or attitude. He can improve himself if he can accept criticism.

Writer’s physical life, such as travel, exercise, material items and sex.
-

letter G – Writer is selective in choosing his inner circle of friends. He reveals
some trust and imagination when relating to people whom he communicates
and involved in with.

Writer’s Emotional Expressiveness – Writer uses judgment to make decisions. He is ruled
by his head not his heart and usually others may think that he is unemotional. Actually, he
has emotions but he finds that there is no need for him to express them. He is withdrawn
to himself and enjoys being alone.
But his emotions do have a limit. He will blow himself off if there is extreme anger,
passion or stress. And of course, he will put a mark on the person who angers him.
Writer’s Emotion - Writer has very deep and enduring feelings. He may forgive but will
never forget what others had done to him. Any emotional situation will remain with him for
a very long time. He feels situations intensely. And if there is something bothering him, he
will sure be irritated by it.
How Writer organize space around him – Leaving a wide right margin indicates Writer
caution behaviour. He will not decide to proceed unless time tells him what is coming.
Past experiences have affected his behaviour to be careful in order not to get hurt.
Staying away allows him to avoid reality for a while. He may think that if he doesn’s risk,
he will not fail.
His downhill baseline which goes down indicates his negative view of the future. His
view about the future has rise the barrier to move forward. He might have difficulties in
moving forward successfully if he do not have a belief towards himself. Pessimistic and
too caution about the future shows his perception of his future and him not believing in
himself to go forward and achieve what he wants.
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Signature
- His signature is signed cursive with fluidity and connected smoothly comparing to the
main text.He might project himself differently when in front of other people. He does
not show his true self to others.

-

Signed on the left of his writing indicates his fear of the future. His plus point in
his signature is a sense of optimism, being optimist but fear to move forward
holds a barrier towards his achievement.
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Based on his personality with his occupation:
Writer has a unique ways in gaining knowledge, whether in his studies or in his
everyday routine life. His ability to concentrate on a given task and being detailed in his
work will make his artwork and results a quality piece. Improving in his perception of the
future and not being afraid or fear to move forward will enable him to achieve his goals in
his desired manner. He is able to reach what he wants in life and his ambition if he thinks
positive and get rid of his imaginary barrier.
Based on relationship with people:
Being choosy of whom he befriend with can be a good point in order to avoid
himself from negative types of peers. To improve on his social life, he might want to
change on his thinking and views of others. But first of all, it will be an advantage to him if
he could improve in his self-esteem and his perception of himself. He have to have the
believe rooted in him and think positive in order for him to have self-confidence to
confront with people, any types of people. When he has improved on those traits, without
him realizing, he will not be deceiving himself on how he communicate to others whether
or not to impress them. Because he knows what he is doing and he knows his selfstrength. He will project his true-self.

Analysed by:

Date: 11th February 2005
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